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Abstract. Learning Disabilities (LD) constitute a diverse group of disorders in
which children who generally possess at least average intelligence have prob-
lems processing information or generating output, i.e., LD may be interpreted as
a neurologically-based processing problem. The causes and treatment of LD,
namely reading disorders has been the subject of considerable thought and
study. Being one among others, this is the reason why this work will focus on
dyscalculia and in its different manifestations and how they may interfere with
the children natural development. It will be assessed it in terms of a measure-
ment of the child’s entropy, a thermodynamic quantity representing the
unavailability of a child brain energy for conversion into mental work, and seen
as the degree of disorder or randomness in the brain, i.e., lack of order or
predictability; gradual decline into disorder; an arena where entropy reigns
supreme. In one's work it reigns in a specific interval, i.e., one may have two
scenarios, namely the worst and the best one. The formal background will be
grounded in the use of Logic Programming to set the architecture of a Function
Machine to assess LD and built on base of a Deep Learning approach to
Knowledge Representation and Reasoning.
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1 Introduction
Learning Disabilities (LD) are one of the main concerns when it comes to scholar
ratings of success. Specific mathematical LD are, yet, not so deeply approached when
there is an attempt to mitigate the learning ones affecting the rates. Even so, there is
more research work on this issue that will make a sustainable difference to the quality
and consistency with which safe and therapeutic services for people with LD, not only
regarding the children evolution. Indeed, developmental dyscalculia is a specific
mathematical LD that has been studied and it is understood as a difficulty in leading
with arithmetical issues. There is not, yet, a standard screening test, but there are
several tools to help assess the type of LD that affect children.
Following Kosc [1], one may be faced to six distinct types of dyscalculia that
comprehend the lexical one, which concerns troubles reading and understanding
mathematical symbols and numbers, as well as mathematical expressions or equations.
The children who has lexical dyscalculia can understand spoken views, but have
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